
CALENDAR

June 29–July 2—2019 EASA Convention 
Las Vegas, Nevada. The Electrical Apparatus Service Asso-
ciation, Inc. (EASA) is an international trade organization 
of over 1,800 electromechanical sales and service firms in 
nearly 80 countries. Through its many engineering and ed-
ucational programs, EASA provides members with a means 
of keeping up to date on materials, equipment, and state-
of-the-art technology. The 2019 EASA Convention features 
insights from plant maintenance customers, emerging 
and disruptive technologies, marketplace trends on motor 
driven systems, and a range of technical sessions focusing 
on improving electromechanical equipment. Another 
feature of the EASA Convention is the three-day exposition 
featuring the industry’s leading manufacturers showing 
the latest in electric motors, drives and controls, pumps, 
generators, and other electromechanical equipment. The 
exposition features an open-floor format for attendees to 
talk face-to-face with companies that serve the electrical 
apparatus industry. The theme this year is “Navigate the 
Future.” For more information, visit www.ease.com.

July 10–11—Dritev 2019 Bonn, Germany. 
Increased CO2 discussions, sustainable mobility and 
electrified drives: The automotive transmission world is 
changing. Why the understanding of the transmission 
changes, how it is to be understood as part of the overall 
powertrain and why cross-component know-how becomes 
more and more important are some of the subjects 
that will be discussed. Attendees can expect more than 
1,500 developers, around 100 international exhibitors 
and 80 specialist lectures on one of the world’s largest 
networking platforms for powertrain and transmission 
development. For more information, visit www.dritev.com.

July 23–24—8th WZL Gear Conference 
USA Westminster, Colorado. Attendees can expect a se-
lection of presentations from the research portfolio of WZL 
including information on gear design, manufacturing, gear 
checking, and testing. Highlights include requirements for 
hard finishing, gear optimization, superfinishing, trends 
in gear production, Internet of production, gear hobbing, 
gear modifications and a workshop tour of Kapp/Niles in 
Boulder. For 50+ years the annual WZL Gear Conference in 
Aachen, Germany, has been the basis for the exchange of 
experiences and close cooperation between the members 
of the WZL Gear Research Circle. The WZL Gear Confer-
ence takes place for two days which are exclusively devoted 
to the latest research on gear design, manufacturing, and 
testing for the North American market. Register at 
www.kapp-niles.com/index.php?id=811&L=4.

August 6–8— CAR Management Briefing 
Seminars Grand Traverse Resort, Traverse City, Michi-
gan. The Center for Automotive Research (CAR) MBS leads 
the industry in providing a context for auto industry stake-
holders to discuss critical issues and emerging trends while 
fostering new industry relationships in daily networking 
sessions. Seminars include targeted sessions on manufac-
turing strategy, vehicle lightweighting, connected and au-
tomated vehicles, advanced powertrain, supply chain, sales 
forecasting, purchasing, talent and designing for technol-
ogy, future factories, design optimization, the mobility 
ecosystem and more. CAR MBS 2019 will focus on the auto 
industry’s commitment to change, across the spectrum of 

technology, strategy, mobility, policy, and manufacturing 
issues. For more information, visit www.cargroup.org.

August 6–8—ABMA Essential Concepts 
of Bearing Technology Oak Brook, Illinois. This 
course will give you an overview of the bearing industry 
as well as basic bearing types and applications. Knowl-
edge of the key players, bearing types and terminology 
will ensure that everyone has a basic knowledge of the 
industry upon arrival. This course is specially designed 
for engineers and others with technical backgrounds 
that have limited exposure to bearings and need to adapt 
their technical training to bearings or seek an upgrade 
to their technical knowledge. The Essentials Course 
focuses on understanding basic tribology, bearing types 
and applications and explores the basic concepts around 
manufacturing methods, loads, lubrication and failure. 
For more information, visit www.americanbearings.org.

August 20–22—AGMA Detailed Gear 
Design Clearwater Beach, Florida. This class, taught by 
Raymond Drago of Drive System Technology, will provide 
gear engineers, gear designers and application engineers 
with: a basic introduction to gear theory and standardiza-
tion; practical considerations and limitations associated 
with the application of standard AGMA/ISO durability 
rating analyses; investigation of the differences in stress 
states among the various surface durability failure modes, 
including pitting, spalling, case crushing and subcase 
fatigue; extended load capacity analysis techniques; con-
sideration of friction in the calculation of surface compres-
sive stresses; and much more. Register at www.agma.org.

September 11–12—Digital Industry USA 
2019 Louisville, Kentucky. Digital Industry USA 2019 has 
partnered with leading industry associations to provide 
educational content for conference sessions and expert 
panels during the inaugural event. Leading industry asso-
ciation partners include, CSIA (Control System Integrators 
Association), ISA (International Society of Automation) 
and MESA (Manufacturing Enterprise Solutions Associa-
tion) International. During the trade show’s on-floor con-
ference program, industry visionaries will showcase field 
experiences and case studies that feature real IIoT (Indus-
trial Internet of Things) integration across their organiza-
tions. For more information, visit digitalindustry.com.

September 17–19—CTI Symposium 
China Shanghai, China. The next International CTI Sym-
posium “Automotive Drivetrains, Intelligent & Electrified” 
will gather in China for the sixth time to exchange ideas 
on transmission technology developments. With lectures, 
presentations, keynote speeches and the satellite exhibi-
tion “Transmission Expo,” the event will provide a power-
ful framework for high-ranking Chinese and international 
automobile and transmission manufacturers and suppliers. 
The focus will rest on strategies, new components and 
development tools for conventional and alternative 
drives. China is now by far the world’s largest market for 
plug-in hybrid and electric vehicles. For more informa-
tion, visit drivetrain-symposium.world/cn/registration/.
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